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Groupoid Preactions by partial homeomorphisms andhomogenizationsMichael Megrelishvili�Bar-Ilan University, Israelmegereli@macs.biu.ac.ilOctober, 2000Published in: Categorical Methods in Algebra and Topology,CatMAT 2000, Mathematik-Arbeitspapiere Nr. 54,(ed. H. Herrlich and H. Porst), 2000, 279-292.AbstractWe show that for every groupoid of partial homeomorphisms on a topologicalspace X there exists a topological embedding X ! X and a universal group actionon the space X which extends the given groupoid action. We also show that theconstruction is useful for homogenizations of topological spaces.1 Some Useful CategoriesDenote by GR and T OP the categories of all groups and of all topological spacesrespectively.An action of a group G on a topological space X is a triple < G;X; � >, where� : G ! Homeo(X) is a homomorphism of G into the group Homeo(X) of all home-omorphisms X ! X. Denote by A the category of all actions. A morphism from< G1;X1; �1 > to < G2;X2; �2 > is a pair of maps (H; f), where H : G1 ! G2is a homomorphism and f : X1 ! X2 is a continuous function such that f is anH�equivariant map, that is, f(�1(g)x) = �2(H(g))f(x) for any pair of elements(g; x) 2 G1 �X1.Recall that a small category P is said to be a groupoid (see, for example, [Br, We])if all of its morphisms are isomorphisms. A groupoid Q is a subgroupoid of P if Q is a(not necessarily, full) subcategory of P .A category and its class of all morphisms sometimes will be denoted by the samesymbol. We write Ob(C) for the class of all objects in the category C.For a topological space X denote by T (X) the groupoid of all partial homeomor-phisms of X. The objects in this category are precisely all topological subspaces ofX. A morphism � between two objects A;B is an arbitrary homeomorphism A! B.0This work is dedicated to my friends in A. Razmadze Mathematical Institute (Tbilisi, Georgia).Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 54B30, 18A40, 20L15, 20M18.Keywords: groupoid, inverse semigroup, partial homeomorphisms, preaction, adjoint functor, homo-geneous space. 1



2 Michael MegrelishviliWe use the notation im(�) = B; coim(�) = A. Let � and � be two morphisms of thecategory T (X). If im(�) = coim(�) then the composition !(�; �) of these morphismsin the category T (X) is exactly the usual composition � � � of maps. Besides thispartial operation ! on T (X), de�ne also a binary operation !�. If �; � 2 T (X) then!�(�; �) = � � � is de�ned as the map ��1(A) ! �(A), where A = im(�) \ coim(�)and (� � �)(x) = �(�(x)) for every x 2 A. If A = ; then !�(�; �) = ;, the emptybijection. Clearly, w is a suboperation of !� and (T (X); !�) is an inverse semigroup,a subsemigroup of a symmetric inverse semigroup of all partial bijections on X.De�nition 1.1. A preaction of a groupoid P on a topological space X is a triple< P;X; � >, where � : P ! T (X) is a functor.Every group G is a groupoid with a single object (and vice versa). Then, an actionof a group G on X we can think of a functor � : G! T (X) with �(G) = X.De�nition 1.2. We say that a preaction � : P ! T (X) is e�ective if P is a sub-groupoid of T (X) and � is the corresponding inclusion. Such preaction sometimes willbe denoted simply by < P;X >. More speci�cally, let � be a family of subspaces ofX. Denote by P� (or, P�(X)) the full subcategory of T (X) whose class of objects isexactly �. For instance, if � denotes:� B = fsingletonsg� � = ffinite subspacesg� C = fcompact subspacesgthen PB; P�; PC will denote respectively the corresponding subgroupoids of T (X). Thegroupoid PB is the so-called tree groupoid [BH] (or, simplicial groupoid, in terms of[Hi]).De�nition 1.3. Let P be a subgroupoid of T (X). We say that a topological (metric)space X is P�homogeneous (resp., metrically P�homogeneous) if for every homeomor-phism (isometry) � : A ! B from P there exists a homeomorphism (resp., isometry)X ! X which extends �. If P denotes one of the following groupoids: PB; P�; or; PC ;then, X will be called: (metrically) homogeneneous, (metrically) ��homogeneous,(metrically) C�homogeneous, respectively.For metrically homogeneous spaces, see [Sh, Ok, OP]. Metrically ��homogeneousspaces appear in [Us2] under the name metrically !�homogeneous.We will deal with the following questions:Question 1.4. (Q1) Let < P;X > be a preaction. Is it true that there exist a topo-logical embedding i : X ! Y and a group action < G;Y > such that every partialhomeomorphism � 2 P of X can be realized as the trace of a g�transition Y ! Yfor a certain g 2 G ?(Q2) If such an embedding is possible, can we choose it to be universal ?(Q3) What kind of topological properties of X may preserve Y ?(Q4) Can a topological space X be embedded into a C�homogeneous(��homogeneous) space preserving original topological properties of X ?



Groupoid preactions 3The main aim of the present paper is to answer in a�rmative to the concretequestions (Q1), (Q2). We answer partially to the general questions (Q3), (Q4).In order to formulate our main theorem in categorical terms we de�ne a categoryPA of all preactions.De�nition 1.5. morphism from a preaction < P1;X1; �1 > to < P2;X2; �2 > is apair m = (F; f), where F : P1 ! P2 is a functor and f : X1 ! X2 is a continuousfunction such that the following two conditions are satis�ed:(M1) f(�1(A)) � �2(F (A)) for every object A in P1;(M2) f(�1(�)x) = �2(F (�))f(x) for every � from P1 and every x 2 coim(�1(�)).Observe the fact that f(x) 2 coim(�2(F (�))) is guaranteed by (M1). The compo-sition of morphisms is de�ned naturally. Clearly, the category of all actions A is a fullsubcategory of PA. Denote by inc : A ! PA the corresponding inclusion. We willshow that this functor has a left adjoint; or in other terms, A is a reective subcategoryof PA (for these and other categorical concepts see, for example [HS, Ma, Hi]).For a category C denote by E(C), or simply by E, the class of all identities. Wesay that a functor F : C1 ! C2 is strictly faithful if F maps each pair of distinctnon-identical morphisms into distinct morphisms. That is, if F is injective on C1nE.2 Universal ActionsWe will say that a morphism m = (F; f) in the category PA is an embedding if F isstrictly faithful and the map f is a topological embedding. The following result is ourmain result.Theorem 2.1. The functor inc : A ! PA has a left adjoint A  PA. That is,for every preaction < P;X; � > there exists a universal action < G(P );X; � >. Thecorresponding morphismq = (u; i) : < P;X; � > �! < G(P );X; � >is an embedding.As we will see, the most di�cult part is to prove that the map i : X ! X is atopological embedding. As to just the existence of the universal action, it can alterna-tively be obtained by purely categorical methods; namely, by Freyd's Adjoint FunctorTheorem [Ma].The proof of Theorem 2.1 is devided into several parts.� Description of the functor u : P ! G(P )Actually we construct a universal group of a groupoid P in terms of generators andrelations. The group G(P ) is generated by the set P of all morphisms, taking intoaccount the following identities:eA = eB; �1�2 = �1 � �2where eA; eB 2 E(P ) and �1 � �2 is de�ned in P . In other words, we have elementaryreductions of two types: deleting identity morphisms and multiplying when it possiblein P .



4 Michael MegrelishviliProposition 2.2. Every element g 2 G(P ) has a unique reduced representationg = �1�2 � � � �nwhere �i 2 P .Proof. The proof easily follows from results of [Hi, ch.10], where a method of van derWaerden (on group free products) is adapted for groupoids and graphs. For conveniencewe present here a short direct proof based on J. Stallings well-known notion of pregroups[St], representing G(P ) as a universal group of a certain pregroup P0. In order to obtainP0, we identify all identities in P . That is, we consider an equivalence relation on P ,where the unique nontrivial equivalence class is E. Denote this class by 1. Now wecan de�ne a natural partial binary operation !0 on P0 as follows:1) !0(�; �) = � � �, if the latter is de�ned in P ;2) !0(�;1) = !0(1; �) = �;3) Not de�ned, otherwise.It is easy to show that the pair (P0; !0) is a pregroup in the sense of Stallings.Therefore the pregroup P0 de�nes a universal morphism j : P0 ! U(P0), where U(P0)is the so-called, universal group of P0. It follows from the main theorem on pregroupsthat the two P0�reduced representationsg = �1�2 � � � �n; g = �1�2 � � � �mof the same element g necessarily have the same length, m = n; and there exists a word(a0; a1; � � � an) such that a0 = an = 1 and �i = a�1i�1�iai in (P0; !0). In our situationit su�ces to show that every ai is 1. Assuming the contrary, let ai 6= 1 for some i.Then �i � ai and a�1i � �i+1 are de�ned in P . Therefore, im(�i+1) = coim(�i). Thismeans that �i � �i+1 is de�ned too. Hence the word g = �1�2 � � � �n is not reduced, acontradiction.In view of Proposition 2.2, we may naturally de�ne the length l(g) = n for everyg 2 U(P0). As usual, we assume l(1) = 0. Denote the group U(P0) by G(P) or, simplyby G. Then the canonical map u : P ! G(P ) actually is a functor between groupoids.By Proposition 2.2 it is clear that l(g) = 1 i� g 2 P nE. Therefore u is strictly faithful.The uniqueness of reduced representations allows us to de�ne the following partialorder \ � \ on G(P)=G.We write g1 � g2 if g1 = 1 or g1 = g2, or if in the correspondingreduced representations we haveg1 = �1�2 � � � �n; g2 = �1�2 � � � �n�n+1 � � � �mFor every pair g; h 2 G there exists the greatest lower bound denoted by g ^ h.We introduce also a special function � : G! T (X). If g 2 G and g = �1�2 � � � �n is areduced representation then we de�ne g� = �(�1)��(�2)� � � � ��(�n). Then �� = �(�)for every � 2 PnE. For 1, assume 1� = IX (the identity function X ! X). Thefunction � is very important below in our construction. Using this function, roughlyspeaking, we may go back to the inverse subsemigroup generated by �(P ) in (T (X); �).Lemma 2.3. (1) (g�1)� = (g�)�1, im(g)� = coim(g�1)�.



Groupoid preactions 5(2) The map g�1 � g�2 is a restriction of (g1g2)�.(3) If g1 � g2 then hg1 � hg2 for every h 2 G.(4) If g1 � g2 then im(g2)� � im(g1)�:Proof. Straightforward.� Construction of the universal actionNow we are ready to construct the phase space X of the universal action. Denoteby eX the topological product G � X, where G carries the discrete topology. De�nethe \�rst-coordinate action" as follows :e� : G! Homeo( eX); e�(g)(h; x) = (gh; x) = g(h; x):Note that here, and sometimes in the sequel, instead of e�(g)(u) we simply write gu org(u), and similarly for other actions. De�ne now an equivalence relation 
 on the seteX. We write (g1; x1)
(g2; x2) if there exists an element h of G such that g2 = g1h andh�(x2) = x1: The following result easily follows from Lemma 2.3.Lemma 2.4. The relation 
 is a G�invariant equivalence relation on eX.Consider the corresponding quotient space eX=
. This space will serve as thedesired space X. Since the relation 
 is G�invariant, there exists a unique action� of G on X such that the canonical projection p : eX ! X is equivariant. Thus,p(gu) = gp(u) for every u 2 eX.The subspace fgg �X of the space eX will be denoted by X�g . For its image p(X�g )in X, we reserve the symbol Xg. The mapeig : X ! X�g ; eig(x) = (g; x)is a homeomorphism. De�ne also the compositionig = p �eig : X ! Xgand the restriction pg : X�g ! Xg; pg(u) = p(u):In the case of g = 1 we write ei and i, respectively.The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.Lemma 2.5. For every g 2 G and u 2 X:(1) gXh = Xgh.(2) Xg \Xh = g(X1 \Xg�1h).(3) Gi(X) = GX1 = X.(4) eig(x) = g~i(x); ig(x) = gi(x).(5) pg : X�g ! Xg and ig : X ! Xg are continuous injective maps.(6) g(i�1g (u)) = p�1g (u):



6 Michael MegrelishviliIn fact, as it follows from Proposition 2.10, every ig is a topological embedding.Lemma 2.6. The triple < G(P );X; � > is an action and the pair (u; i) is a morphismof the category PA.Proof. We have already shown that u : P ! G(P ) is a functor and i : X ! X iscontinuous. We need only to show that two conditions (M1), (M2) of De�nition 1.5are satis�ed. For every object A 2 Ob(P ) the corresponding object �(u(A)) is justthe set X. Therefore, i(�(A)) always is a subset of X. This proves (M1). In order tocheck (M2), consider a morphism � of P . For every x 2 coim(�(�)) we havei(�(�)(x)) = p(�(1; x)) = �p(1; x) = �(�)i(x)This proves (M2).� i : X ! X is a topological embeddingLet � be a cover of a space Y . We will say that a topological space Y is a freeunion of � if a subset A � Y is closed (open) in Y i� A \ B is closed (open) in thesubspace B for every B 2 �.Lemma 2.7. (1) Every X�g is a clopen subset of eX homeomorphic to X and eX is afree disjoint union of the cover fX�g jg 2 Gg:(2) X is a free union of the cover fXgjg 2 Gg:Proof. Since G is discrete, the �rst assertion is trivial.Let A be a subset of X such that A\Xg is open in the subspace Xg for every g 2 G.Then p�1(A) = [fp�1(A \Xg)jg 2 Gg = [fp�1g (A \Xg)jg 2 Gg. Since p�1g (A \Xg)is open in X�g then p�1(A) is open in eX. By the de�nition of the quotient topology weobtain that A is open in X.Lemma 2.8. (1) i(A) \Xh = i(A \ im(h�)) = i(A \ coim(h�1)�):(2) X1 \Xh = i(im(h�)) = i(coim(h�1)�);(3) Xg \Xh = gi(im(g�1h)�) = gi(coim(h�1g)�).(4) In particular, Xg \Xh 6= ; i� (g�1h)� 6= ;:Proof. By the de�nition of 
, (1; a)
(h; x) i� h�(x) = a, or equivalently, i� a 2 im(h�).This proves (1). Now other assertions easily follow by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3.The following lemma means, in particular, that fXgj g 2 Gg is a \treelike cover"of X.Lemma 2.9. Let g ^ h � g1 � g; g ^ h � h1 � h: Then Xg \Xh � Xg1 \ Xh1. Inparticular, Xg \Xh � Xg^h.Proof. By Lemma 2.3, we have im(h�1g)� � im(h�1g1)�: On the other hand, byLemma 2.8: Xh \Xg = hi(im(h�1g)�); Xh \Xg1 = hi(im(h�1g1)�):Therefore we can conclude that Xg \ Xh � Xg1 \ Xh. Similarly we can check thatXg1 \Xh = Xh \Xg1 � Xh1 \Xg1:



Groupoid preactions 7One more notation. Let g = �1�2 � � � �n�1�n be a reduced representation. Wedenote �1�2 � � � �n�1 by �g.Proposition 2.10. The map i : X ! X is a topological embedding.Proof. The map i is injective and continuous. We need to show that the induced mapX ! X1 is closed. Let F be a closed subset of X. We will show that there exists aclosed subset M of X such that M \X1 = i(F ). A subset A is closed in X i� p�1(A)is closed in eX. By Lemma 2.7 it is equivalent to say that p�1g (M \Xg) is closed in X�gfor every g 2 G. By Lemma 2.5 (6) it su�ces to show that i�1g (M \Xg) is closed in X.We will construct such M inductively, by building its intersections Mg =M \Xg witheach Xg, using induction on the length of the word g 2 G. Set Ln = fg 2 Gjl(g) � ng:For g = 1 we set F1 = i(F ) and M0 = fF1g.Let us suppose that for every k 2 f0; 1; � � � ; ng we have constructed a systemMk = fFgjg 2 Lng, such that for every g; h 2 Ln; g1 � g; k � n � 1 the followingconditions are satis�ed:(1) Mk �Mk+1;(2) F1 = i(F );(3) Fg � Xg;(4) Every Ag = i�1g (Fg) is closed in X;(5) Fg \X�g = F�g \Xg;(6) Fg \Xh � Fg^h;(7) Fg1 \Xg � Fg:Let l(g) = n+ 1 and g = �1�2 � � � �n+1 be its reduced representation. If the setF�g \Xg is empty then de�ne Fg = ;. Otherwise, consider the partial homeomorphism�n+1 : coim(�n+1) ! im(�n+1). By the induction assumption (4), A�g is a closedsubset of X. Therefore there exists a closed subset Ag of X such that(?) �n+1(Ag \ coim(�n+1)) = A�g \ im(�n+1)De�ne Fg as ig(Ag) andMn+1 = fFgj g 2 Ln+1g. We will show that all conditionsare again satis�ed for Ln+1. Indeed, the assertions (1), (2), (3) and (4), are trivial. Inorder to check (5), we use (?) and Lemmas 2.8 (1) and 2.5 :Fg \X�g = gi(Ag) \ gX��1n+1 = �g�n+1(i(Ag) \X��1n+1) == �gi(�n+1(Ag \ coim(�n+1)) = �gi(A�g \ im(�n+1)) == �g(i(A�g) \X�n+1) = F�g \XgLet us check the assertion (6) for Ln+1. Let g; h 2 Ln+1. The proof is nontrivialonly when g 6= h and g 6= 1. We can assume that l(g ^ h) � n. Observe thatFg \Xh = (Fg \Xg) \Xh = Fg \ (Xg \Xh):By our assumptions, g ^ h � �g < g. Therefore by Lemma 2.9 we have Xg \ Xh �X�g \Xh. Taking into account (5) and again Lemma 2.9, we getFg \Xh � Fg \X�g \Xh = F�g \Xg \Xh � F�g \Xg^h:



8 Michael MegrelishviliOn the other hand, since �g; g ^ h 2 Ln, by our induction assumption (6), we haveF�g \Xg^h � F�g^g^h = Fg^hTherefore, eventually we obtain Fg \Xh � Fg^h.Finally, we have to prove (7) for every g1 � g where l(g) = n+1. Since g1 � �g < g,by Lemma 2.9 we have Xg1 \Xg � X�g \Xg. Thus,Fg1 \Xg = Fg1 \Xg1 \Xg � Fg1 \X�g \XgBy induction assumption (7) for g1; �g 2 Ln, we can replace Fg1 \ X�g by F�g. Hence,taking into account (5), we obtainFg1 \Xg � Fg1 \X�g \Xg � F�g \Xg = Fg \X�g � Fgas desired.Thus by induction we obtain a sequence fMnjn 2 Ng, where Mn = fFgjg 2 Lngsatis�es all assertions (1)-(7) for every g 2 G. De�ne M = [fFgjg 2 Gg. Then by ourconstruction, M \X1 = i(F ). By the assertions (6) and (7),Fg \Xh � Fg^h; Fg^h \Xh � Fh:Hence, Fg \ Xh � Fh for every g; h 2 G. Taking into account the assertion (3),we obtain i�1h (M \ Xh) = i�1h (Fh) = Ah. Since Ah is closed in X, the proof iscompleted.Corollary 2.11. The morphism p = (u; i) is an embedding.� The universalityNow in order to complete the proof of our main theorem, we have only to checkthe universality of the morphism q = (u; i) :< P;X; � >!< G(P );X; � > :Letm = (H;�) :< P;X; � >!< K;Y; � > be a morphism in the category A, where< K;Y; � > is an action. By the universality of the functor u : P ! G(P ) it followsthat there exists a unique group homomorphism H : G ! K such that H � u = H.De�ne e� : eX ! Y; e�(g; x) = H(g)�(x):If (g1; x1)
(g2; x2) then by the de�nition, g�11 g2 = h and h�(x2) = x1. Let h =�1�2 � � � �n be the reduced word. Taking into account that H is a homomorphism andm is a morphism, we obtainH(g�11 g2)�(x2) = H(�1)H(�2) � � �H(�n)�(x2)= H(�1)H(�2) � � �H(�n�1)�(�(�n)(x2)) = � � � = �(h�(x2)) = �(x1)Thus, H(g2)�(x2) = H(g1)�(x1). Then e�(g1; x1) = e�(g2; x2). This means that themap e� preserves the equivalence relation 
. Therefore e� induces on X a unique map� : X ! Y such that � � p = e�. It is easy to show that e� is H�equivariant. Thenthis implies directly that � is also an H�equivariant. Hence the pair m = (H;�) is amorphism.Next we show that � � i = �. Indeed,�(i(x)) = �(p(x)) = e�((1; x)) = �(x):



Groupoid preactions 9As we already know, H � u = H. Therefore, m = m � q. The uniqueness of H isclear because the universality of G(P ). As to �, note that �(p(g; x)) = �(gp(1; x)) ,Gi(X) = X and � must be equivariant. Therefore, the de�nition of � is the uniquepossible. Theorem 2.1 is proved.We will identify X with the subspace i(X).Proposition 2.12. For every e�ective preaction < P;X > each partial homeomor-phism � 2 P of X is the trace of the homeomorphism � 2 G(P ) of X.Proof. Indeed, the trace of the map � : X ! X on X = i(X) is the following partialhomeomorphism X \ ��1(X)! �(X) \X; x! p(�; x) = �(x):Now, observe that by Lemma 2.8 (2) we haveX \ ��1(X) = X \X��1 = coim(�)�(X) \X = X� \X = im(�):3 Homogenization of topological spacesDe�nition 3.1. We say that a preaction < P;X; � > is transitive if for every paira; b 2 X there exist a �nite sequence x1; x2; � � � ; xn in X and a �nite sequence ofmorphisms �1; �2; � � � ; �n�1 in P such thatx1 = a; xn = b; �(�i)(xi) = xi+1for every i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; n� 1g, equivalently, if h�(a) = b for some h 2 G(P ).Lemma 3.2. The universal action < G(P );X; � > is transitive i� the given preaction< P;X; � > is transitive.Proof. If the universal action is transitive and a; b 2 X = i(X) then ga = b forsome g 2 G. Therefore, (g; a)
(1; b). Then by the de�nition of 
 it is clear thatg�(a) = b. Conversely, let the preaction be transitive and u; v 2 X. There existg1; g2 2 G and a; b 2 X such that u = g1a; v = g2b. By De�nition 3.1 there existx1 = a; x2; � � � ; xn�1; xn = b and �1; �2: � � � ; �n�1 such that �(�i)(xi) = xi+1. Denoteh = �1�2 � � � �n. Then g2hg�11 (u) = v.Remark 3.3. The preaction < PB;X > de�ned by the tree groupoid PB of all single-tons, clearly is transitive. Therefore the corresponding universal action < G(PB);XB >is transitive. This provides us some \homogenization" X ! X of X. By comparingthe universal properties, it is easy to show that < G(PB);XB > is isomorphic to theso-called free homogeneous space in the sense of Belnov [Be]. More information abouthomogenizations can be found in [AE, Ar, Mi, Ok, OP, Sh, Us1, Us2, Ya].We discuss now the question (Q4). We will prove that our construction frequentlypreserves the normal type properties and the dimension.We will say that a preaction < P;X; � > is closed (open) if �(A) is a closed (resp.,open) subset of X for every A 2 P .



10 Michael MegrelishviliLemma 3.4. Let < P;X; � > be a closed (open) preaction. Then every Xg is a closed(resp., open) subset of X.Proof. Let h = �1�2 � � � �n where �i 2 P . By our assumption, the subsets im(�(�i))and coim(�(�i)) all are closed (open) in X. Since every �(�i) is a partial homeomor-phism of X, it is easy to show by the de�nition of !� that the sets coim(h�) and im(h�)also are closed (open) in X. Now the rest follows by Lemmas 2.7 (2) and 2.8 (3).The following de�nitions are inspired by [Be] and [Wa].(D1) A subset A � X is called an F�set if A, as a topological subspace, is a freeunion of the cover fA \Xgjg 2 Gg.Clearly every closed (or open) subset A is an F�set.(D2) Let X;Y be topological spaces. We write X�Y if for any closed subset S � X,every continuous map f0 : S ! Y admits a continuous extension f : X ! Y .Proposition 3.5. Let < P;X; � > be a closed preaction, let A be an F�set, and let(A \Xg)�Y for every g 2 G. Then A�Y .Proof. Let f : M ! Y be a continuous map, where M is a closed subset of the spaceA. Denote by f0 :M \X1 ! Y the corresponding restriction. Since (A \X1)�Y andM \X1 is closed in A \X1, there exists a continuous extension f0 : A \X1 ! Y off0. Suppose that 0 � n and for every k with 0 � k � n there exists a continuous mapfk : Ak ! Y such that: Ak = [fA \Xg : g 2 Lkg, and the maps fk and f agree onM \ Ak.Let g = �1�2 � � � �n�n+1 be a reduced word. Then �g = �1�2 � � � �n. De�ne the map�g : (A \X�g \Xg) [ (M \Xg)! Y�g(x) = (f(x); x 2M \Xgfn(x); x 2 A \X�g \XgClearly, M \ Xg is closed in A \ Xg. By Lemma 3.4 the set A \ X�g \ Xg is alsoclosed in the space A\Xg. Hence, �g is continuous. Since (A\Xg)�Y , there exists acontinuous extension �g : A\Xg ! Y . If h 2 Ln+1 and h 6= g then Lemma 2.9 impliesthat Xg \Xh � X�g \Xh. Therefore, the maps �h and �g agree on A \Xh \Xg. Bythis fact, and using the maps �g; fn, we can de�ne on the set An+1 = [fA \Xgjg 2Ln+1g a map fn+1 : An+1 ! Y such that it extends fn and coincides with f on theintersection M \ An+1. By our assumption, A is an F�set. This implies that fn+1 isalso continuous. The direct limit of the maps ffn : n 2 Ng is the desired continuousextension of f .Proposition 3.6. Let < P;X; � > be a closed preaction. Then(i) If the space X is (hereditarily) normal then X is also (hereditarily) normal.(ii) If X is normal and dimX � n then dimX � n.(iii) If X is a Tychono� space and every A 2 Ob(P ) is a C��embedded subset of Xthen X is Tychono�.



Groupoid preactions 11Proof. The normality, as well as the property dimX � n, may be formulated in termsof X�Y for Y = [0; 1] and Y = Sn (the n�dimensional sphere) respectively.Hereditary normality is equivalent to the normality of all its open subspaces (see[En]). Hence, we can use the de�nition of F�sets.To show (iii), �rst observe thatX is a T1�space i�X is T1 (without any restrictionson P ). This follows from Lemma 2.7. In order to prove that a point u 2 X and a closedsubset A � X are separated by a continuous real valued function, we can suppose thatu 2 i(X). Starting from a continuous function f0 : X1 ! [0; 1] which separates u andA \X1, we may construct f : X ! [0; 1] by induction, slightly modifying the proof ofProposition 3.5.Proposition 3.7. Let X be a normal space (and dimX � n). Then X can topologi-cally be embedded into a normal C�homogeneous space Y (resp., with dimY � n).Proof. The e�ective preaction on X de�ned by the groupoid PC(X) is transitive. Thecorresponding universal action < G(PC);XC > is transitive by Lemma 3.2. But weneed much more than homogeneity. In order to achieve the C-homogeneity, we iterateour construction. In every step we \preserve old homeomorphisms" in the new groupoidpreaction. More precisely, as a �rst step, we denote X0 = X;X1 = XC and P1 =PC(X0). Let i0 : X0 ! X1 be the corresponding topological embedding (Proposition2.10). In order to build X2, we de�ne a groupoid P2 as the minimal subgroupoid ofT (X1) which contains both G(P1) and the set PC(X1) of all homeomorphisms betweencompact subsets of X1. De�ne now X2 as the phase space of the universal actionfor the preaction < P2;X1 >. We will identify Xk with its image ik(Xk) in Xk+1.Continuing in this manner, by Propositions 2.10 and 3.6 we will obtain an increasingsequence of topological closed embeddings of normal spaces (with dim � n)X0 = X � X1 � X2 � � � �The crucial property of these embeddings is the fact that every partial homeomorphismbetween compact subsets of Xn canonically can be extended to a homeomorphism ofXk for every n+ 1 � k. If we consider the direct limit space Y = [fXnjn 2 Ng thenevery pair of compact subsets of Y are contained in some Xn. By the above mentionedextension property, Y is C�homogeneous. The normality of such direct limits is well-known; see, for example [FR, Proposition 3.4]. By the countable sum theorem [En],dimY � n.4 Concluding remarks and some perspectivesThe present paper is a simpli�ed version of results �rst presented in the dissertation[Me2, ch.3] and in a short form in [Me1]. Some of our results have already been usedin [Pe].There are several natural directions for possible developments:� More propertiesFind more topological properties that are inherited by X. Note, for instance, thatProposition 3.6 is not true if we replace dim by Ind or ind. The existence of a coun-terexample follows easily from the fact that the �nite sum theorem is not valid in



12 Michael Megrelishviligeneral for Ind and ind in compact Hausdor� spaces (see [En, 7.4.15]). Neverthe-less, if the objects of P are �nite subspaces of X, then inductive constructions arestill valid. Therefore, we can preserve Ind and ind substituting ��homogeneous forC�homogeneous. For these and some more results in this direction, see [Me1, Me2].� Varying the topology on XIf we restrict our attention primarily on topological properties of homogenizations,then we may consider weaker topologies on X. Interesting results in this direction inthe case of XB can be found in [Ok, OP].� Topological groupoidsIt seems interesting to �nd an appropriate generalization of our construction fortopological groupoids G (see, for example [Br, BH, HM, We]), for instance, in the caseof the free topological group G(P ) of a topological groupoid P .� Varying the group GWhat happens if for a given preaction < P;X; � > we �x a functor  : P ! G froma groupoid P into a given group G ? The question about existence of a G�universal(with respect to ) action admits an appropriate reformulation in categorical termsBy constructing the spaces eX and X in the same way as above (but for the givenindividual G and ), it is easy to show that such a universal G-action < G;X; � >always exists.� Partial actions of groupsOur construction of X uses an equivalence relation naturally de�ned on G � Xby a certain inverse semigroup of some partial homeomorphisms on X. The sameconstruction was rediscovered recently by J. Kellendonk and M.V. Lawson [KL] in thecontext of universal globalizations of group partial actions on topological spaces.� Other categoriesA category C is concrete if any object X 2 Ob(C) is a set with some extra structure.It is clear how to de�ne in such categories the groupoid T (X) of all partial isomorphismsof the objectX. Then a preaction of a groupoid P onX can be de�ned as a functor P !T (X). The de�nitions of actions and universal actions, can also be easily modi�ed.For instance, what happens if we replace T OP by other categories that are usefulin topology, e. g. UNIF (uniform spaces), and MET R (the category of all metricspaces and non-expanding maps) ? In the latter case, important concrete results canbe found in [OP, Us2]. In [OP], the authors found an interesting metric version of thefree homogeneous space XB. In [Us2], Uspenskii establishes that every metric spacecan isometrically be embedded into a metrically ��homogeneous space.The idea of using coproducts with amalgamations seems to be quite fruitful forseveral (not necessarily topological) categories. The central question is whether thecorresponding morphism X ! X is a monomorphism. For example, it is well knownthat in the category GR of all groups, free products with amalgamated subgroups arevery useful. In the classical work [HNN] the authors show how partial isomorphismsbetween subgroups of a group X can be realized as the trace of a conjugation in thesuitable group Y . Further, Theorem 3 in [HNN] states that for every torsion-free groupX there exists a group embedding X ! Y such that in Y any two non-unit elementsare conjugate. The proof uses a \group tower" with a suitable extension propertysimilar to the \space tower" in the proof of Proposition 3.7.
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